NOTES:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES AND [MILLIMETERS].
2. PRODUCT IS UL & CSA LISTED.COMPLIES WITH UL 514A, CSA C22.2 NO. 85-14.
SYSTEM ONE FLUSH FLOOR BOX SUB PLATE FAMILY REQUIRED FOR ALL APPLICATIONS, SOLD SEPARATELY.
BIRD'S EYE VIEW WITH COVERS OPEN

SYSTEM ONE FLUSH FLOOR BOX SUB PLATE FAMILY REQUIRED FOR ALL APPLICATIONS, SOLD SEPARATELY.
THE DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS OF THE PRODUCT SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

**Title:** SYSTEMONE 4 INCH CORE HOLE, ONE-PIECE UNITS

**Product Options:**
- **One-Piece 4x4 Poke-Through with Aluminum Finish**
  - S1PT4X4AL*

- **One-Piece Dual Style Line® Decorator Poke-Through Aluminum Finish**
  - S1PTAL*

- **One-Piece 4 Inch FRPT with Brushed Aluminum Cover**
  - S1PTFFAL*

**Cover Color Finish Options:**
- AL - Aluminum
- BLK - Black Powder Coat
- BRS - Brushed Brass
- BRS3 - Black/Brass
- GY - Gray Powder Coat

*Available in the following cover color finish options as indicated by the catalog numbers: AL - Aluminum, BLK - Black Powder Coat, BRS - Brushed Brass, BRS3 - Black/Brass, GY - Gray Powder Coat.
THE DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS OF THE PRODUCT SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

1. PRODUCT IS CULUS LISTED. COMPLIES WITH UL 514A.
2. S1PT4X4FIT ASSEMBLED UNITS INCLUDES SYSTEM 4" FLUSH POKE THROUGH WITH THREE 3/4" CONDUITS USE WITH SYSTEM ONE UNIVERSAL COVERS AND ALL HUBBELL SUB PLATE S1SP4X4 & S1SPTL SERIES.
3. S1PTFIT SYSTEM 4" FLUSH POKE THROUGH WITH 1" CONDUITS USE WITH SYSTEM ONE UNIVERSAL COVERS AND ALL HUBBELL SUB PLATE EXCEPT S1SP4X4 & S1SPTL SERIES.